SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS FOR
KD Majestic series & Party Shade
1. After taking everything out of the carry bag, center one person on each side, in line with center scissors beam. Grasp the lower "V" at the center. Both will lift and pull out, stepping away from each other.


3. Attach to each velcro corner.

4. Pull frame completely out. Push the leg socket over the button, so that it is resting on top of the button. Do this to each leg in the up, or extended position.

5. Lift each leg and slide lower leg extension out until the latching button snaps into the first adjustment hole. The KD Kanopy will be set at the lowest upright position.

6. For height or leveling adjustment, depress leg latching buttons and slide the lower leg extensions, as required, to latch at any of the four adjustment holes. Last, put the four ground spikes through each hole in the bottom of the legs.

**TAKE - DOWN**

Fully retract all lower leg extensions. Depress latching buttons at sliding leg sockets and move sockets below the latching button. Push frame together halfway. Two persons centered on opposite side, inline with center scissors beam, will grasp the upper inverted "V" at the center. Both will lift and push in, walking toward each other.